
Nourish The Beast 
 

Bruno:…I don’t know how old I was when they put me in the orphanage…not very…and 

the first time I heard the word “orphan” I thought it was this guy’s name. Billy Orphan. 

Than I found out that I was an orphan too, and I figured that Billy and I were related. 

Then I found out that we were all orphans…and I figured…hell…somebody must be 

lying…we can’t all be relatives…So we were all orphans but I still didn’t know what the 

word meant except that we talked about everything in terms of that one word… the 

outside world was a non-orphanage… those that got placed were de-orphanated. For a 

long time I thought only boys were orphans… so when I grew to be a girl. Then I found 

out that there were female orphans too… we called them orphenes. But I still didn’t know 

what the word meant. So I asked one of the guards one day… what’s an orphan? He said 

it was somebody that nobody liked. But these other orphans liked me…Billy liked 

me…so I asked him if that made me a non-orphan. He said no…He said being liked by 

another orphan didn’t count….So I started thinking that nothing that happened in the 

orphanage counted. The only thing that mattered happened on the outside. For the whole 

time that I was there some police athletic league kept promising to take us to a ball game. 

We went to bed every night hoping that tomorrow was the big day when we’d go to a ball 

game. Hell, we didn’t know what a ball game was … properly speaking… but it was on 

the outside so we assumed it was something incredible… something unheard of… and 

finally the big day came and this man took us all to a ball game… The Yankees 

won….that was it? The Yankees won… And all of us orphans sat there scratching our ass 

thinking…You mean this is it…this is the real thing… That’s why I still go to ball 

games… I figured one of these days I’m going to see it the way I thought it would 

be…you know …the ballgame of the century… the ball game of all time …And you 

know what?...when I go there I see some of those orphans I once knew…Billy’s there 

every time…They’re all grown up and everything but still looking orphany as hell… but 

still waiting for the ball game…you see don’t you…you see how we were tricked into 

thinking that the outside world was so exciting and full of wonders …not that we thought 

it was all good…but we did think it was thought it was full of extremes…that’s it 

…extremes …the most beautiful and the ugliest things were on the outside…nothing in 

between…the orphanage was in between…and that’s why I became a cop….I thought 

that by being a cop I’d be able it find those extremes…and sometimes I think I’m 

close…Sometimes I’d be walking my beat and suddenly I hear this screaming…I mean 

screaming so painful your heart wants to commit suicide…and I think to myself…Hot 

dog! This is it! This is the saddest thing that ever happened in the world! And I rush to 

the house… I rush upstairs and what do I find …this old lady’s screaming because her 

parakeet are something foul and was vomiting all over the cage….that damned parakeet 

was barfing like a truck driver… the old lady screaming her head off…for some reason 

she turned a fan on it…there it was …birdbarf all over the wallpaper… 
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